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About This Content

Enjoy a new, amusing gesture you can use when interacting with other players in the game.
Add a new gesture to Monster Hunter: World.
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CAPCOM Co., Ltd.
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Minimum:

OS: WINDOWS® 7, 8, 8.1, 10 (64-bit required)

Processor: Intel® Core™ i5-4460, 3.20GHz or AMD FX™-6300

Memory: 8 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA® GeForce® GTX 760 or AMD Radeon™ R7 260x (VRAM 2GB)

DirectX: Version 11

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 30 GB available space

Sound Card: DirectSound (DirectX® 9.0c)

Additional Notes: 1080p/30fps when graphics settings are set to "Low"

English,French,Italian,German,Arabic,Polish,Traditional Chinese,Japanese,Korean,Russian
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Another nicely made puzzle game.
Good music
There are stats.
No Unity launcher whatsoever.
Can be a lil bit more colorful.
Solid 8/10. I don't know why there are so many negative reviews; Sure you have to have your equipment positioned just exactly
right for the logs to load onto the trailer. Sure you have to know certain things that you can only figure out by struggling to learn
them, but once you get through this stage of the game, it actually is quite addicting. There is a lot more the devs could do with it
though if they were so inclined to refine the concept and add a bit more realism and complexity to the game.. The way that it is
turn based has you make hard decisions on how to pick, place and move your troops. A level begins with you placing down the
troops which you pick. Then it lets you use one of them, then the opponent gets to use a troop. This goes on until all troops are
used once. Then you can use the other troops again. You have a base in which you can upgrade buildings to for example have
''Rhyfhlemen'' get more accuracy. Though its sad that there is no form of skirmish mode.. I enjoyed the movement mode and
also being able to duck in and out of cover using room scale movement. It was fun battling the droids, though they felt a bit the
same and the gun wasn't great, feeling more like a pea-shooter. The graphical style was good for the city and I enjoyed walking
through it, though it's very linear at this stage.

Anyway, it's fun and fast moving but short and bare boned. Hopefully that will change a lot with time.. I don't usually play this
kind of games but I had to try this one and I am quite pleased by what I've seen so far.

I enjoy the how you must manage your group and resources which is a nice addition compared to games from Telltale.

I'm only getting started but already know I'll probably do at last another run with different choices just to see the impact t will
have. Steve is hating me right now so I'm curious to see what would happen if I was to side more with him.

Overall it is a nice relaxed experience you can enjoy at your own pace but with some nice challenges when it comes to resources
management. A must have for all zombie fans.. I haven't played much of this game so far, but I'm definitely interested in it! The
landscape is beautiful, CryEngine definitely does this world justice. I like that the world isn't overpopulated with Dinosaurs. The
first time I actually encountered a Rex was terrifying, and it pushed me to hide immediately even though I had the proper
weapons to fight it. It's not a perfect world, though. I do have some small issues so far, but knowing that this game is still in
early access, I imagine these will be smoothed out.

- Make items stackable. As of the time I'm playing it right now, there aren't many things I can do with the resources I have, but I
find stuff all over the ground that I want to keep. I don't have the capacity to carry every little thing I find, though. It would be
nice if at least smaller items could be stacked up to a certain capacity, such as the energy cells and stimpaks.

- Add more recipes. This will be expanded on, I imagine.

- Vsync. As I was playing, I noticed in some areas that my game would start having screen tearing issues. If Vsync could be
added, that would definitely help.

- Waypoints. We have a map in game, so having waypoints or markers that we can add to help find new areas, or relocate
previous ones would be useful.

I'm sure I could say a lot more, but these are just some examples. Do I recommend the game though? Absolutely. Even if there
isn't much to the game currently, it's the base of something that could be phenomenal. I just ask that the developers keep the
survival ideas. Don't hold the players hand. Let them find things for themselves, let them be in a state of uncertainty. That's what
I really liked about this game. I knew there were Dinosaurs, I knew there were droids. But stepping out of that pod into a quiet,
open world was a very haunting experience.. Yikes. This game looks like it could be great. However, I have some GLARING
problems that I can't seem to overcome and haven't yet found answers to. These are gameplay basics that just seem to get
glossed over as if they are obvious. Well they may be obvious to the developers, but to someone coming in from the dark, it
doesn't make any sense at all!
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Here's my 2 main complaints: 1. The tutorial is terrible. I tried to run the tutorial and it seems to jump through time and says
that I've completed tasks that it never showed me how to do! What a useless POS! So I quit the tutorial and decided to try the
game on my own. 2. The menus are HORRENDOUS at describing what they do. Specifically I can colonize planets left and
right, but they never build anything. The supplies they start with are insufficient to even build a metal mining sctructure which
would allow me to build other structures. SO I have to make haulers (transports, why not just call them transports??!!), but they
don't haul anything anywhere! The options for the haulers are crazily unhelpful. I give them commands but they never do
anything. So I'm stuck with planets that don't ever progress. Forget installing governers, they just go for the first structure in
their list and of course it is something that cannot be completed, so they just sit there building a space port for hundreds of
years.

I have tried to find answers to these problems, but there are none to be found. The ingame help only describes general game
concepts, and has no mention of how to navigate menus or which options have which effects. Wikis are similarly useless.

This game looks really good despite having useless diplomacy and NPCs that seem to always follow the same formula to
success.

Support this game a little better and consider tooltips ingame and you'll get a positive review from me. Don't try to make me
read your mind to understand how the game should operate. TELL ME how the game operates. Use your words! Nouns, verbs,
adjectives, and adverbs!

This has been a very frustrating experience... maybe I can find some playthroughs on youtube and learn by watching others. If
google is any indication, though, that information doesn't exist anywhere on youtube either.

I have found a Let's Try (play) that covers my trouble with planets not building anything. I will not be changing my review yet,
because it should be explained in the game or at least on the game's wikis, NOT by having to find other people playing the game
on youtube and watching an entire video just to get some answers. Anyway, here's the video if you're having the same trouble I
am:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VqFzR8hVLqA. As of right now it's a pretty solid traditional rogue-like experience even in
EA. It just lacks a bit of quirk but the devs are pretty active and recent updates have changed how the game works considerably
and have added more depth to it. So i would recommend it to contribute on helping the devs structure the game, otherwise look
out for it in the near future.. Does not work offline.
Digging into the problem, I have found no concrete answers, and most of the theories lean toward DRM issues.

Most people will not find this troublesome, but for those like myself that have limited internet access, or who have bad internet,
I would not bother.

Since I do most of my reading of VN games in areas where I have absolutely no internet access, this is very much not a good
thing.. Well done devs, great dlc. Really enjoying driving Wolfsburg football team around Germany.
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Honestly the most frustrating thing is that you spend the time setting up your units, planning, building up resources and so on.
Yet, as soon as you come face to face with your opponent.. the game freezes?! No idea why. Maybe the game is incapable of
supporting the insane amounts of sprites on screen with the bigger squads, but the game is not playable! Constant battle to even
load the game and crashes non-stop during play.

WILL SAY THOUGH, INSANE AMOUNT HISTORICAL OF RESEARCH AND DETAIL HAS GONE INTO THIS.
AMAZING FOR HISTORY NUTS!!!. was really enjoying this game. It crashed on chapter 8, which was disappointing. I posted
it the problem on the forum received no reply. Based on these problems, I'll give it a thumbs down.. i only got to firts plannet
mars i couldn't that took about 2 to 4 minuts around there whonce there you can shop then when you try to go on next plannet
very soon here come a alion ufo with twin barrel shooter guns it move too much faster then you own ship yours move too slow
to get out it way when it fire a number of times and you just can't get out of it way in time of it's ballets and guest what your
ship is distroyed they do give opperternity to try it again many time you whant. it disant matter your ship will end up with the
same resauls. the graffits in this game is lossie my pc is very high powerd. this very important your ship as very thin armor metal
plainting it gets blowon up too fast other words.. Updated English version for 2hu weebs, especially Madu:3

That game was the first Chinese VN on Steam and it\u2019s regarded as the milestone of Chinese indie game history.
However, it\u2019s ruined by the argument between publisher, developers and gamers.

If you played the game you might know Bai Qu, the second Steam game of the game studio.
If you purchase Bai Qu you\u2019d get a free Shan Gui copy.

Shan Gui on Steam, the :verybad: game I reviewed, it\u2019s a shame.
Shan Gui doesn\u2019t belong to the game studio and it\u2019s regarded as a dead game.

So I wrote reviews for potential Shan Gui supporters, wanna suggest them to buy Bai Qu and get free Shan Gui in-BaiQu-app.
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http:\/\/store.steampowered.com\/app\/516600\/Bai_Qu\/. Very solid hockey sim....put a few hours in...the equivalent of coke
not addicted just like the smell....10 out of 10. I hoped for something like X3 with a usable interface..

I got disappointed. The user interface is just as bad, perhaps worse.
I played it for a day.. a day of docking and undocking from stations. Boring. And frustrating because the interface is so bad.

You can't edit joypad controls.

You have to switch between mouse, keybord and joypad constantly.
And that without any need: it's not that your interaction with the game is very complex. Fly to station, autodock, fly to another
station, autodock, repeat. That's most of the game the first few hours. For that simple process, you need a cascade of clicks
through all kinds of menus.
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For other interactions you have to go back an forth between menus as well: set up trade route.. frustrating as hell

Perhaps the combat is ok.. but I won't go through the pain of collecting enough money by dock-undock-boringness until I finally
have a fighter.

. The year is 2012, the Painkiller series has been mistreated and brutalized after merely one successful game released in 2004,
and now lies in ruins. Med-Art decide it is their turn to drive another dagger into the inert, lifeless heart of the violated beast.
"Those who cannot remember the past are condemned to repeat it"; an esoteric and unfamiliar phrase that echoes around in their
bewildered head, but the meaning behind is lost, and the voices fade as they plunge the icy, adamantine blade into the core of
the bloodstained creature. All mistakes repeated, nothing learnt, it's only saving grace is a swifter duration of torture, a total
accident and in no way a deliberate intention to improve the experience.

All the evils of the series are indeed recurring and at this point, unsurprising, commonplace and expected.

3\/10. Adorably unforgivable game.

Basically, dodge all the things while collecting diamonds\/cherries to complete each level.

It's fun and also agony but in a challenging way!

Definitely worth the price.
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